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Anomalous Discharge Mode in a
Kinetically-Enhanced Copper Vapor Laser:

Visualization by “Hook” Method
Richard P. Mildren, Graham D. Marshall, and David W. Coutts

Abstract—An anomalous discharge mode of a kinetically-en-
hanced copper vapor laser is reported. Under conditions of
high-HCl density, the discharge makes an abrupt transition into
a mode which is identified by a near field laser beam profile
having a green (511 nm) central spot on a yellow (578 nm) back-
ground. Hook-method measurements reveal that a steep channel
is produced in the radial Cu density profile, which forms a strong
plasma lens duct for wavelengths nearby Cu resonance.

Index Terms—Copper vapor laser, gas lasers, “hook” method,
lens duct, optical propagation plasma media.

COPPER vapor laser (CVL) discharges, which in their most
basic form contain a mixture of Cu vapor at mb and

Ne at total pressures 10–200 mb, have been investigated in detail
due to the large interest in CVLs as high average power visible
laser sources ( – W) [1].Thepresenceof impurities andad-
ditives are known to have significant effects on laser performance
and the discharge structure. For example, low concentrations
( fewpercent)ofhydrogenandhalogen lead togreatly improved
performance and altered spatio-temporal plasma dynamics as in
thehalogenenhancedcoppervaporlasers—kinetically-enhanced
CVLs [2], the Ne:H :CuBr laser and the Cu:HyBrID laser. In
contrast, the introduction of atmospheric impurities leads to a
“snakey” constricted discharge and reduced laser performance.

Here, we report for the first time an anomalous discharge
mode of the kinetically-enhanced CVL which occurs for above
optimal concentrations of HCl in the discharge. The near-field
laser beam profiles for 511-nm and 578-nm output abruptly
change from near-gaussians that fill the tube aperture, to a
central spot of 511-nm output that fills only ( 30% of the
tube diameter on a background of 578-nm emission. Due to
the “golden” outer ring, we refer to this mode of operation
as the “halo mode.” The discharge mode is stable and power
deposition is strongly concentrated on axis.

The kinetically-enhanced CVL studied had a discharge tube
25-mm ID 0.6 m long and typically generated 40 W of output
power, as described previously [3]. The H and HCl additives,
which are central to kinetic enhancement, were added to the Ne
buffer gas (40 mb pressure) using a premixture of Ne/H and
an HCl oven source. Excitation pulses of peak voltage 30 kV,
peak current 250 A, and duration 40-ns FWHM were applied
at 50-kHz pulse rate. The transition to the anomalous discharge
mode was achieved by increasing the HCl density slightly above
the optimal concentration (i.e., %) and by increasing
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the tube temperature to produce an above optimal Cu density.
In order to measure the radial Cu density profile, the laser was
placed in the test arm of a Mach–Zehnder interferometer and
probed with a pulsed laser of wavelength nm and band-
width nm [4]. Fringes localized at the tube midpoint were
imaged onto the slit of a 1-m spectrograph. The resulting hook
pattern, which featured the dispersion arising from the nearby

-nm and –nm resonance lines, en-
abled direct evaluation of the Cu density (integrated along the
line-of-sight) as a function of tube radial position [2].

Fig. 1(a) shows the resultant hook interferogram of the
ground-state Cu resonance at the time immediately prior to
each discharge pulse. The vertical span of the interferogram
corresponds to the top 17-mm of the tube diameter. The distance
of the stationary point on each fringe measured from line center
is proportional to the column density at the corresponding
radius. The density decreases monotonically from a maximum
value at the tube wall to a minimum on axis (see also Fig. 2
below). Key characteristics of the image also include the strong
fluorescence emission at the 324.8-nm resonance wavelength,
fringes which form closed loops (as seen previously in ref
[5]), and an intense spot on the tube axis 0.2–0.3 nm from
line center. In order to understand the detailed features of the
interferogram, we have simulated the hook interferogram using
the computer model described in [5] with the input Cu density
profile as evaluated from hook positions taken from Fig. 1(a).
As shown in Fig. 1(b), the simulated interferogram accurately
mirrors the measured interferogram in terms of hook positions
and fringe pattern. Using the model to analyze the ray propa-
gation in detail, it was found that the lensing induced by the
large density gradients was not sufficient to perturb the hook
positions. For wavelengths near resonance, however, probe rays
are strongly focused in the plasma lens duct consistent with the
intense region observed on axis close to line center.
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Fig. 1. (a) Measured “hook” interferogram in the region 323.5–325.0 nm for the kinetically enhanced copper vapor laser operating in “halo” discharge mode.
(b) Computer simulation of the interferogram in the region of the two Cu resonances. The dashed rectangle highlights the area of the fringe pattern corresponding
to the measured zone in (a). Note that in (a) and (b), the fringes are imaged from the midpoint of the plasma tube.

Fig. 2. Radially-resolved copper density data obtained from the interferogram in (a). Curve is a 7-parameter polynomial fit.
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